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I. General information 

1. Denomination of Event: 

 

Riding Competition for Disabled Children 

 

Date: 27-29 September 2019 (Friday, Saturday, Sunday) 

 

Planned starting time: 27 September 2019, Friday, 1 pm 

 

Place: Hungarian Riding for Disabled Federation 

Fót, H-2151, Vörösmarty tér 2. 

 

2. Organiser:  
 

Hungarian Riding for Disabled Federation 

 

Address: 1066 Budapest, Teréz krt. 24. 

Phone: 00/36/1-475-7000 

Fax: 00/36/1-302-4136 

E-mail: mltsz@gyermekmento.hu 

 

Equine Assisted Therapy and Educational Center, Fót 

 

Tel: 00/36/27-539-375  

Fax: 00/36/27-539-376 

Gabriella Bozori 00/36-70-508-9864 

E-mail: gbozori@lovasterapia.hu 

 

II. Officials 
 

President: Dr. Péter Edvi  

 

Event director:  Gabriella Bozori  

 

Judges: Héczey, Katalin  00/36-20-974-6969 

 Máté, Annamária 00/36-30-718-2982 

 Dr. Wagner, Kinga 00/36-30-254-4847 

 Török, Alíz 00/36-30-524-2388 

 Németh, Szilvia 00/36 20-251-6609 

 

 

Veterinarian: Dr. Csépányi, Gergely 00/36-30-252-2167  

 

Farrier: Eőry, Zsolt 00/36-30-994-8215 

 

Pay-desk: Geszti, Miklós 00/36-30-924-9310, Szabó, Tünde 00/36-70-219-4578 

mailto:mltsz@gyermekmento.hu
mailto:gbozori@lovasterapia.hu
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III. Technical conditions: 
 

1. Riding arena: outdoors, grassy (in case of raining, partly covered dressage arena) 

 

IV. Costs: 
 

Competition Riding for Disabled does not have entry fee, start fee and stabling fee. 

After having agreed in advance, we can provide free accomodation for teams and their 

official attendants from other countries, if needed. In this case please send us, together with 

your entry, your name and please, indicate the days that you need accommodation for and the 

number of persons. Please note that, we can provide only a basic accommodation, such as 

hostels. 

Attention! For parents food and accommodation can be provided only in return for 

payment. 
 

After having got the number of competitors and the official attendants of teams, we can 

provide for them food for free, if needed:  

 

day 1: lunch, dinner 

day 2: breakfast, lunch, dinner 

day 3: breakfast, lunch, packed meal 

 

V. Entries: 
 

Hungarian Riding for Disabled Federation 

 

Address: 1066 Budapest, Teréz krt. 24. 

Phone: 00/36/1-475-7000 

 

Equine Assisted Therapy and Educational Center, Fót 

 

Address: Fót, H-2151, Vörösmarty tér 2. 

Tel: 00/36/27-539-375  

Fax: 00/36/27-539-376 

Gabriella Bozori 00/36-70-568-9864 

Please, send your application form to the e-mail address: 

gbozori@lovasterapia.hu 

 

For competiton para-dressage (if there has been a preliminary examination and 

categorization) competitors should indicate on the application form the following details: FEI-

PE category of rider, special equipments of the riders, compensation aids. If there has not 

been a preliminary examination yet, the copy of the medical document proving the disability 

and the description of the planned compensation aids are necessary. 

 

Attention! One therapist can enter maximum two teams for the 

competition. 

mailto:gbozori@lovasterapia.hu
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For the team relays maximum 15-18 teams can be accepted. 
 

 

Entry deadline: 

 

5 September 2019, Thursday 

 

 

VI. Veterinarian requirements 
 

HEALTH REQUIREMENTS 

GENERAL 

In accordance with the FEI Code of Conduct for the Welfare of the Horse it is imperative that 

all Horses at FEI Events are physically fit and free from infectious disease before being 

allowed to compete.     

7   

ENTRY OF HORSES   

Required health tests and vaccinations: Every athlete is required to deliver all necessary 

certificates of health for the transport to the event. Horses must be subjected to a valid equine 

influenza vaccination not more that 6 months old. - if the athlete comes from an EU member 

country, it is necessary for all horses coming to Hungary to be accompanied by an FEI 

passport and a sample of Annex B to Regulations 90/426 of the actual valid form. Horses 

must be subjected to a negative Coggins test not more than 12 months old.  - if the athlete 

comes from a third country or from a non EU member country, it is necessary for all horses 

coming to Hungary to be accompanied by an FEI passport and a health certificate for 

registered equidae according to the specimen of annex II of the Commission 97/260 in the 

current valid issue. Horses must be subjected to a negative Coggins test not more than 12 

months old. Horses must be subjected to a negative Glanders (Malleus) test not more than 12 

months old. - if the athlete comes from Romania it is necessary for all horses coming to 

Hungary to be accompanied by an FEI passport and a sample of Annex B to Regulations 

90/426 of the actual valid form.  Horses must be subjected to a negative Coggins test not more 

than 30 days old. Horses must be subjected to a negative Glanders (Malleus) test not more 

than 12 months old. Horses from Romania may come from horse farms listed on the list in 

Articles 2 and 3 of Commission Decision 2010/346 / EU.   

 

The athlete must produce the original certificate, not a copy. Quarantine period: - Specimen 

Import Licence applied: -   

 

NATIONAL REQUIREMENTS Every athlete is required to deliver all necessary certificates 

of health for the transport to the event. Horses must be subjected to a valid equine influenza 

vaccination not more that 6 months old. - Horses must be subjected to a negative Coggins test 

not more than 12 months old. - Horses must be subjected to a negative Glanders (Malleus) test 

not more than 3 years. - Stallions must be subjected to a negative Dourine test not more that 

12 months old.   

 

Veterinarian: dr. Csépányi, Gergely mobil phone: 00/36-30-252-2167 
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VII. Competitors 
 

The team leader (therapist) is responsible for his/her para-equistrian/disabled  rider’s 

taking part in categories according to their type and degree of disability, and to their 

riding abilities. 

The team leader (therapist) is responsible for his/her para-equistrian/disabled rider’s not 

having any contraindications that can be reason for excluding the rider from the competiton. 

The team leader is responsible for his/her para-equistrian/disabled rider’s being in good 

health, for checking the rider’s medicines and satisfying his/her special needs. It is the team 

leader’s responsibility to let the organisers know if the rider needs special help or care. 

 

Rider clothing, safety equipments: 

Equestrian helmet is obligatory in individual and independent riding events.  

Long hair should be worn in a bun. 

To wear jewellery is forbidden. 

 

Individual riding:  

- breeches (dark or white), white shirt, dark vest or coat, stock tie, white gloves, heeled 

shoes, dark chaps or boots, equestrian helmet are obligatory 

 

Team relays and therapeutic vaulting events 

- light-coloured top / team uniform, breeches or comfortable, flexible, close-fitting 

clothes, thin-soled shoes or vaulting shoes are obligatory 

 

 

VIII. Others 
 

1. Transporting and stabling of horses: 
 

We kindly ask the teams to indicate on the Application form whether they need stabling of 

horses (date of arrival and departure, number of nights). 

 

2. Awards:  

 

Total amount of prize money 5.000.000 HUF 

The aim of International Children’s Safety Service and Hungarian Riding for Disabled 

Federation is to support teams whose members are prepared for competitons by qualified 

therapists, parasport trainers.  

 

Calculating of total scores: after summing the individual results for the 3 days of the 

competition we’ll get the final ranking list of the teams – the prize money for each place goes 

to the organisations / foundations / associations that run the teams. Teams that take the first 

three places get prizes in kind or cups. It’s important though to underline that each competitor, 

regardless of their results, will get a gift parcel. In each event every contestant will get a 

certificate; awards: 1-3 places – medal, from the 4th place – ribbon. 

There is a special prize for the winner of the Jámbor Vilmos Memorial Contest – a 

team relay, the results of which are not part of the total scores. 
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In para dressage competition the riders are awarded with ribbon, prize money and the 

special award of the Hungarian Riding for Disabled Federation for teams. 

 

 

I. Overall team competition:  

                Overall prize money: 3.850.000 HUF 

 

I. place (team): 600.000 HUF    

II. place (team): 500.000 HUF   

III. place (team): 400.000 HUF  

IV. place (team) :300.000 HUF 

V. place (team): 250.000 HUF 

VI. place (team): 200.000 HUF 

VII. place (team): 150.000 HUF 

VIII. place (team): 150.000 HUF 

IX. all the following places (team) 100.000 HUF 

 

II. Events for the visually impaired riders (unsure) 

  Overall prize money: 400.000 HUF 

 

III. Vilmos Jámbor Memorial Competition (team relay) 

  Overall prize money: 760.000 HUF 

 

Awards for each round (3 rounds in total) 

I. place : 60.000 HUF 

II. place : 50.000 HUF 

III. place : 40.000 HUF 

IV. place : 35.000 HUF 

V. place : 30.000 HUF 

VI. place : 25.000 HUF 

VII. place : 20.000 HUF 

 

There are three rounds according to age categories. All three rounds will be evaluated 

separately. The achieved place will not be part of the total and final result of the teams. 

 

Total amount of prize money: 5.000.000 HUF 

 

Para dressage competition „D”: 

 

In each event:  

1. place: 30.000 HUF + ribbon + cup 

2. place: 30.000 HUF + ribbon + cup 

3. place: 30.000 HUF + ribbon + cup 

4. place: 30.000 HUF + ribbon + cup 

5. place: 30.000 HUF + ribbon + cup 

6. place: 30.000 HUF + ribbon + cup 

 

 

The Hungarian Riding for Disabled Federation will give a special award to the teams invited 

to take part in the event. 
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Planned time of the announcement of results and the award ceremony: 29 September 2019 

(Sunday) at around 15.00-16.00, after the events will have finished. 

 

 

3. Events:  
 

If within a category there are more than 10 riders, then the event director has the right to form 

groups according to age within the cathegory of the disabled. 

If within a category there are not enough riders (min. 3) then the event director has the right to 

cancel the event. In this case the disabled rider has the right to entry the next age category, if 

there is such. 

 

A/ Therapeutic riding events: 
 

 

A/1 Independent riding on a trail, categories: H / T /É /M 

 

A1/H Independent riding on a trail for hyperactive children 

      A1/T Independent riding on a trail for children with learning difficulties 

A1/É Independent riding on a trail for mentally handicapped children 

A1/M Independent riding on a trail for physically handicapped children 

A1/L Independent riding on a trail for visually impaired children (in question) 

 

(Attention! Any physically handicapped rider, who is able to ride without help but won’t 

take part in higher categories – A/2 and D, can entry the event. Physically handicapped 

riders have to accomplish the tasks in saddle (except those on a skills course). 

 

 

Participants will compete without help, independently on horses equipped with small reins, 

girth with handle, saddle blanket and side rein. 

 

A/2 Dressage test in categories Ü / L 

 

A/2/Ü Dressage in trot  

A/2/L Dressage in walk 

 

Depending on the number of participants, the categories can be further divided according to 

age groups, or, depending on the type of disability, they can be divided to three cathegories – 

for hyperactive children, for children with learning difficulties and for mentally handicapped 

children. Participants will compete sitting in saddle, on horses equipped with side rein. 

 

A/3 Vilmos Jámbor Memorial Contest 
Skills test on a horse led at a walk; relay (4 persons/team). Teams can be mixed based on age 

and the type and level of disability. Horse equipment: girth with handle and thick blanket. 

 

A/4 L Skills test on led horses – for visually impaired children   

The category is for visually impaired children. The competitors ride a horse equipped with 

girth with handle and thick blanket. 
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A/5/ L Longing – for visually impaired children   

The category is for visually impaired children. The competitors ride a horse equipped with 

saddle and lunge line. 

 

A/6 Skills test on a horse led in walk 

- A/6 K for children aged 3 to 6 years 

- A/6 N for children aged 7 to 10 years 

Individual category in which the competitors ride horses equipped with girth with handle and 

thick blanket. If there are more than 10 riders in the category, the Event Director has the right 

to divide them into more groups, according to age.  

 

(Attention! This category is for those only who don't compete in Vilmos Jámbor Memorial 

Competition) 

 

A/7 Ferenc Mádl Memorial Competition: performing of a freely chosen story, tale, play or 

musical play, where the main character is a horse (or horses).  

The equipment of the horse must be safe, the costume and stage set mustn't hamper the horse 

and rider or pose accident risk. 

 

B/ Therapeutic vaulting events: 
 

Category B/H: Therapeutic vaulting for hyperactive children 

Category B/T: Therapeutic vaulting for children with learning difficulties 

Category B/É: Therapeutic vaulting for mentally handicapped children 

 

In each category there are 3 age groups: 5 to 8 years; 9 to 12 years; over 13 years old; 

Horses are led on a lunge line and are equipped according to the rules of therapeutic vaulting. 

 

B/L Therapeutic vaulting for visually impaired riders  

 

B/L beginners  

2 compulsory elements (basic sit, mill), + 3 freely chosen elements 

 

Competitors are riding a led horse, wearing vaulting girth on a horse equipped with a thick 

blanket. 

 

D/ Para Dressage  Competition, Hungarian Championship 
 

D/1 Dressage test in walk- Grade Ia Novice Test 

D/2 Dressage test in walk and trot 

D/3 Dressage test in three gates 
 

Depending on the number and type of impairement of the competitors, the categories can be 

divided further according to the FEI-PE classification. 

Every rider has to compete with own horse. Hiring the horse is not possible. 

 

Riding clothing: white shirt, white gloves (if the rider can wear them), white 

breeches, black riding boots or riding shoes with chaps, jacket, equestrian helmet. The horse 
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must be equipped with a small rein and saddle, according to the category of the rider and 

his/her helping tools (side rein – if necessary). 

When entering the competition please, indicate the FEI-PE classification of the 

rider (in case there has been a preliminary examination) and the equipment you are 

going to use. If there hasn't been a preliminary examination, you need to submit the 

copy of the document proving the impairment of the competitor as well as indicate the 

equipment you are going to use. 

         

     

 

4. Detailed description of events 
 

A/ Therapeutic riding events: 
- Equipment of horses: small rein, side rein és girth, blanket 

 

A/1 Independent riding on a skills course (in categories H/ T/ É) 

 

Each competitor is evaluated individually, time is measured, the total number of point is 

determined, the riding is evaluated.  

 

              Task                                              Points                          Remarks 

1. Labirynt 3/ time 

2. Stop the horse between two 

cones 

3/  

3. Hold the rein in one hand 1/  

4. Put the flag from one cone to the 

other 

1/  

5. Correct way to hold the rein, 

walk  

3/  

6. Turn to the center line 2/  

7. Step over the bars 3/  

8. Stop between the poles  3/  

9. After passing between the cones 

turn left 

1/  

10. Slalom between the cones 3/  

11. Stop the horse at the pole 3/  

12. Hold the rein in one hand 1/  

13. Throw the balls into the net. 3 

balls, one at a time 

3/  

14. Correct way to hold the rein, 

walk 

3/  

15. Turn left 1/  

16. Turn to the center line 1/  

17. Step over the bars 3/  

18. Pass between the poles 1/  

19. Pass between the cones, then 

turn right 

1/  

20. Stop the horse at the finish line 2/  

 Total:  time 
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 Place:   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sketch of the field: 
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A1/M Independent riding on a skills course for physically handicapped children 

A1/L Independent riding on a skills course for visually impaired children 

 

A1/M The horses must be equipped – according to the category of the rider and his / her 

helping tools/equipments – with a bridle and a saddle, and a side rein, if necessary. In other 

case the rider won't be allowed to take part in the competition! It is prohibited to use any 

equipments that prevent the rider from falling freely from the horse! 

A1/L Independent riding on horses equipped with a bridle, girth, blanket and side rein. 

 

A/2 Dressage test in categories Ü/ L 

 

A/2/L Dressage test in walk:  

Level CI Division C Dressage Test Special Olympics Walk test Nr 1 

 

1. A Enter working walk  

 X Halt, salute, proceed 

working walk 

 

2. C Track left  

 E  Turn left  

3. X Circle right 20 m  

4. X Circle left 20 m   

5. B  Turn left  

6. C Halt 5 seconds, proceed at 

working walk 

 

7. H-X-F Free walk on a long rein  

8. F-től Working walk  

9. A Down centerline  

10. X Halt, salute, leave arena  

 

A/2/Ü Dressage test in trot:  

Special Olympics, Level BI/BP USDF Introductory Level Test 1 

 

 

1. A Enter in medium walk  

 X Halt, salute, medium walk  

2. C Turn right in medium walk  

3. MXK Change rein   

4. A Working trot 

Continue down long side to 

C 

 

5. C  Walk, Circle left 20 m  

6. Between 

C and H 

Working trot  

7. H-X-F Working trot to A  

8. A  Walk, Circle right 20 m  

9. A-K-E Walk  

10. E Turn right  

11 B  Turn left  
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12. C Working trot  

13. K lépés Turn left  

14. A Down centerline  

15. X Halt, salute, leave arena  

 

 

A/3 Skills test on leded horses – for teams  

 

Teams of four can enter the event.  

Everyone will be evaluated individually, then summing up the points of each member of the 

team, we'll get the total score of the team (the judges deduct points for faults, and time will be 

measured as well) 

 

Tasks: 

1. Balance tennis balls on a tray, at the end of the trail throw the balls into a hula hoop 

laid on the ground 

2. Carry a glass filled with water, then at the end of the trail pour the water into a bucket 

3. Collect the clothes pins from the string attached to a pole, then clip them back on the 

string at the other pole at the and of the trail. (5 pieces/person.) 

4. Hit the tennis balls placed on the cones with a golf club. 

 

Every rider is helped by the side helper 

Aspects of the judges: timing and scores 

 

 

 

A/4/L Skills test on led horses – for visually impaired 

 

Tasks: 

1. Balancing a small ball on a tray (with arm stretched out) on walking horse   

2. Carry 3 small plastic rings on the stick which is in side holding hand- on walking 

horse, and row the rings to the standing pole 

 

3. Clip utmost clothes pins to the string – on standing horse (1 minute) 

 

4. Row the utmost plastic tube into the standing pole- on standing horse (1 minute) 

 

5. Carrying water in a glass on a leaded horse 

 

 

Helpers: there is a helper next to each contestant 

Evaluation criteria: points and time 
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A/5/L Longing for visually impaired children 

 

 Points  Remarks 

  warmup  

1. 10/ Walk – 1 round  

2. 10/ Rising trot, holding the 

handle – 2 rounds 

 

3. 10/ Rising trot, with right 

hand on the hip – 1 round  

 

4. 10/ Rising trot, with left hand 

on the hip – 1 round 

 

5. 10/ Rising trot without 

hanging on to the handle - 

1 round 

 

6. 10/ Sitting trot – 1 round  

7. 10/ General impression  

    

Achieved 

points 

70/  Ranking: 

 

The judges use a 10-point grading scale (for each task). 

General impression include: how disciplined and well-trained the horse is; neatness of 

longeur, horse and rider and the proportion between horse and rider.  

Maximum points: 70. 

 

 

A/6 Skills test on horses led at a walking pace 

- A/6 K for children aged 3 to 6 years 

- A/6 N for children aged 7 to 10 years 

Individual category. 

 

Tasks: 

1. Find 3 balls in the sack; throw them into a big bucket 

2. Collect 4 clothes pegs (red, blue, green, yellow) from a string, clip them to the horse's 

mane, then, at the end of the trail clip them to the cardboard sheet, according to the 

indicated colours (red, blue, green, yellow). 

3. Carry 3 cylinders on a stick (all three at a time) then row them onto a pole or whip. 

4. While walking, do a half-mill, then on the way back do the other half 

 

 

A/7 Performance of a freely choosen topic 

 

Performance of a freely chosen story, tale, play or musical play, which puts the accent on 

horse and team game. 

There is no restriction on age, type of disability or number of participants. 

Duration: maximum10 min. 

Evaluation criteria: text, motion, the role of the horse in the performance, costume, setting, 

general impression, timing.  

Number of judges: minimum 3.  
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B/ Therapeutic vaulting events: 
 

B/H (1,2,3) category: Therapeutic vaulting for hyperactive children 

       - in 3 age categories 

B/T (1,2,3) category: Therapeutic vaulting for children with learning difficulties 

       - in 3 age categories 

B/É (1,2,3) category: Therapeutic vaulting for mentally handicapped children 

- in 3 age categories 

 

Tasks: The tasks for each age group and in each category can be found in the table below. 

Evaluation: The competitors are evaluated individually. Compulsory elements: from 0 to 10 

points, freely chosen elements: from 0 to 10 points. For each task there is a multiplier 

according to the level of difficulty – thus we get the score for the task. 

 

 

 

 CATEGORY CATEGORY CATEGORY 

Age B/H hyperactive 

children 

B/T with learning 

difficulties 

B/É mentally handicapped 

1. 

 

(5-8 years) 

Compulsory 

elements: basic sit, 

tailor sit, flag, mill 

 

Freely chosen 

elements 4 

Compulsory elements: 

basic sit, tailor sit, flag, 

mill 

 

Freely chosen elements 4 

Compulsory elements: 

basic sit, tailor sit, mill 

 

Freely chosen elements 3 

 

2. 

 

(9-12 

years) 

Compulsory 

elements: the same. 

 

Freely chosen 

elements 5 

Compulsory elements: the 

same. 

 

Freely chosen elements 5 

 

Compulsory elements: the 

same. 

 

Freely chosen elements 4 

 

3. 

 

(13 years 

and 

above) 

Compulsory 

elements: the same. 

 

Freely chosen 

elements 6 

Compulsory elements: the 

same. 

 

Freely chosen elements 6 

 

Compulsory elements: the 

same. 

 

Freely chosen elements 4 

 

 

 

B/L Therapeutic vaulting for visually impaired 

 

B/L 

2 compulsory elements (basic sit and mill) and 3 freely chosen elements. 

Evaluation: The competitors are evaluated individually, using a 10-point scale. 
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D/ Para Dressage Competition 
 

D/1 Dressage walk 

 

Grade Ia Novice Test 

1. A Enter in medium walk  

 X Halt. Immobility. Salute. Procede in medium 

walk. 

 

2. C Track left  

 HXF Free walk  

 FA Medium walk  

3. A Down the centre line  

 X Volte right (10m Ø)  

4. X Volte left (10m Ø)  

5. XC Down the centre line  

 C Track right  

6. MH Half circle right (20m Ø) in medium walk  

 HC Medium walk  

7. CX Half circle right (20m Ø) in medium walk  

8. XA Half circle left (20m Ø) in medium walk  

9. FXH Free walk  

10. HCMB Medium walk  

11. BX Small circle (10m Ø)  

12. G Halt. Immobility. Salute.  
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D/2 Dressage trot  

 

1. A Enter in medium walk  

 X Halt. Immobility. Procede in medium walk.  

 C Track left  

2. H Proceed in working trot  

3. HEK Working trot  

4. A Big circle left (20m Ø) in working trot  

5. A Change to medium walk  

6. FXH Free walk  

7. H Medium walk  

 C Half small circle right (8m Ø), then 

continuously 

small circle left (8m Ø), then again half small 

circle right (8m Ø) 

 

 CM Medium walk  

8. M Proceed in working trot  

9. BFA Working trot  

10. A Big circle right (20m Ø) in working trot   

11. A Medium walk  

 KXM Change rein in free walk  

 MC Medium walk  

12. C Half small circle left (8m Ø), then 

continuously 

small circle right (8m Ø), then again half 

small circle left (8m Ø) 

 

 CH Medium walk  

13. H Medium trot  

 EF With changing rein  

14. A Down the centre line  

 X Halt. Immobility. Salute.  
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D/3/V Dressage in all three gaits  PARA EQUESTRIAN DRESSAGE TEST 2010 20x40 

ARENA GRADE III Novice Test 

 

 

      

1 A 

X 

Enter in working trot.  

Halt, immobility, salute. 

Proceed in working trot 

10   

2 C 

B 

Track right. 

Half circle right (10m Ø) to X 

Returrn diagonally to the track at M 

10   

3 MCHE 

E 

Working trot 

Half circle left (10m Ø) to X 

Returrn diagonally to the track at H 

10   

4 CX 

XA 
Half circle right (20 m Ø) 

Half circle left (20 m Ø) 

10   

5 A 

FXH 

HC 

Working trot 

Change rein 

Working trot 

10   

6 C 

MXK 

K 

Medium walk 

Change rein in free walk 

Medium walk 

10   

7 A 

F  

Working trot 

Working canter 

10   

8 C Circle left 20 m diameter nagykör 10   

9 CH 

H  

EX 

Working trot 

Medium walk 

Half 10 m circle left 

10   

10 XB 

BF 

Half 10 m circle right 

Medium walk 

10   

11 F 

K 

Working trot 

Working canter 

10   

12 C Circle right 20 m diameter nagykör 10   

13 C 

MXK 

K 

Working trot 

Change rein 

Working trot 

10   

14 A Down centre line 10   
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15 G Halt, immobility, salute 

 

10   

  Total 150   
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Entry form 

Deadline for submission: 5 September 2019 

gbozori@lovasterapia.hu 

Fax: 27-539-376 

Full name and address of team:………………………………………………………………… 

Name, address, phone number and E-mail address of teamleader:  

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

ENTRY 

 

Category Full name of rider Weight Type of disability Year 

of 

birth 

Age 

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

 

 

CATERING 

Day breakfast 

(persons) 

lunch 

(persons) 

dinner 

(packed meal on 

Sunday) 

(persons) 

Friday -----------------------   

Saturday    

Sunday    

mailto:gbozori@lovasterapia.hu
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Attention! We can provide catering only for the competitors and the official attendants 

of teams. 

 

 

Additional information about riders of Para Dressage Competition, category D: 

 

Name:…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

FEI-PE category:…………………………………………………………… 

 

Permitted equipment, helping tools:…………………………………………….. 

 

Please, attach the document proving the disability! 

  

(please, underline, if the rider is not categorized)  

 

Planned helping tools: 

………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

 


